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ARMINTA FOX

Pivoting to Imaginative Programming
in the Midst of the Pandemic at
Bethany College
Thanks to generous funding

plan, this experience led to several student-led projects,

from the Council of Independent

such as one student’s development of a garden whose

Colleges and the Lilly Foundation,

produce was then donated to a local food bank.

Bethany College was fortunate

The first year of the grant was quite generative, with

enough to receive a two-year,

frequent meetings, development of curricular resources,

$50,000 NetVUE Program

and the great success of several initial trips and projects.

Development Grant in the

Yet, it was cut short in March 2020, right before three addi-

Spring of 2019. Despite some

tional trips were scheduled to take place. Like many, we

radical changes due to the

were bewildered at the forced changes and the speed with

COVID-19 pandemic, the grant

which they gripped our lives and the lives of our students

programming at Bethany College was a success. Indeed,

and community. It sometimes felt like we returned to the

the pandemic encouraged us to be more imaginative and

virtual drawing board in the Fall of 2020, and with limited

global in envisioning the work of the grant and the voca-

personal resources. Yet, conferring with NetVUE leaders

tional goals of our students. The initial grant proposal

and other grant recipients in the Summer of 2020 gave us

involved leading four service learning and social respon-

hope and additional ideas. We moved our team meetings

sibility trips each year, for a total of eight over two years.

to the grant director’s backyard, and we transitioned from

These trips were designed to extend learning from the

a format of trips out to visit local organizations to one of

classroom out to local sites and organizations. Our pilot

speakers coming from all over the nation and globe to join

trip, for example, involved taking several students from a

our classes virtually.

Women’s and Gender Studies course to a local homeless

Several trips were reformatted and executed in new and

shelter where they hosted a Christmas party for the

exciting ways. For example, students from Interdisciplinary

families there. It exposed our students to the realities of

Communication classes were originally scheduled to

the intersectionality of poverty, displaying how the brunt

observe the Kansas House of Representatives in Topeka,

of poverty often falls on women and children. As was the

Kansas and provide them with (invited) feedback regarding
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their use of civil discourse, ultimately offering strategies

different to hear from a current student or recent alum

for public deliberation based on their classroom learning.

who actively works with a local poverty reduction orga-

Instead, a local political candidate running for the U.S.

nization and explains volunteer opportunities that might

House, representing the Kansas First Congressional

fit a student schedule based on firsthand experience. Our

District, spoke about her own vocational journey as she

community learned an excellent lesson regarding how rich,

transitioned from grade school teaching to politics. The

varied, and global we are already, even in central Kansas.

change in timing (from March to October) meant that the

The structure of the grant encouraged students to take

class and other community members were able to gain

the opportunity to follow up with guest speakers or their

important insights about political campaigns and the

suggestions. Following the speaker’s visit, several students

importance of voting and engagement with local politics.

arranged job shadowing experiences or began volunteering

As another example, Developmental Psychology students

at similar organizations.

were originally scheduled to visit a Heartland (Headstart)
preschool class in Salina to practice social and emotional
learning strategies through the use of self-regulation tool
kits and toys. Instead of using the kits with the students,
a teacher from the program spoke with Bethany students
about using these types of sensory bottles to help kids

“Suddenly, what seemed impersonal or
impossible regarding their own vocations
seemed within reach.”

self-regulate their emotions. The Bethany students then
made sensory bottles, observed their own play with them,
and then donated them to the school. Knowing the value of

Trips out to local organizations are excellent opportu-

the sensory bottles and conscious discipline practices made

nities, of course, but they can also require a lot of time

the students more eager to work with children in emotion-

and money to plan and to execute. Students’ lives are

ally healthy ways. They were excited to know that the

increasingly busy as they juggle classes, clubs, sports,

sensory bottles—something they made—would be donated

and jobs. Trips like these are also impossible during

and used by children in the Heartland program.

lockdown periods. But bringing in guest speakers can

In several instances, when we sought out guest speakers

be a relatively easy alternative that can still open new

for our classes, we learned that our community and

worlds to students. With our original plan, we had a goal of

extended networks offer a deep pool of stories that can

including around 100 students in these trips. The shift to

significantly shape how students envision what is possible.

guest speakers meant that three times as many students

For example, in a playwriting class, a college alum who is

were able to participate, potentially hearing the call of the

now a critically acclaimed playwright in New York City was

needs of the world in ways that inspire their own vocational

able to Zoom in to talk with students about how her own

reflection. I would encourage fellow instructors to think

experiences with race, religion, and power dynamics in

about incorporating guest speakers into their classes, and

small town Kansas shape the plays she writes. In another

particularly those that come from your own communities.

instance, a student who had participated in our earlier pilot

Consider the types of stories you might want to hear about

trip to the homeless shelter returned to a peer ministry

the various topics the class addresses. Then, look to your

course to speak about his experiences as an AmeriCorps

own networks and think creatively about the people who

VISTA volunteer with a local organization that fights poverty

are in your larger networks and the talents and pools of

through building mentor relationships. Students responded

knowledge they possess. You might imagine what types of

well to the close connections of these speakers. Suddenly,

students at your institution might particularly benefit from

what seemed impersonal or impossible regarding their

hearing their story. If our experience is an indicator, you

own vocations seemed within reach. While a student might

will be surprised at the ways students respond when they

learn about poverty and think generally about the value of

glimpse new vocational possibilities and are encouraged to

volunteering when interacting with an expert, it is wholly

follow up on their interests.
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